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§ 1. Introduction

Let q be an integer and Zq be the cyclic group of order q. A C°°-dirΓerentiable
immersion / of a Z^-manifold in another Z^-manifold is called a Zq-equivariant
immersion (or simply a Z Dimmer siori) if /is a Z^-equivariant map. The purpose
of this note is to study the conditions for the existence of some Z^-equivariant im-
mersions.

Let m and k be non-negative integers, and Rm+2k be Euclidean (m + 2/c)-
space. Let Rm>2k be the Z^manifold (Rm+2k, Zq) with the action

μ:ZqxRm+2k - > R'n+2k

defined by

1,..., zm+k)) = (tl9...9 tm, Tzm+1,..., Tzm+fc),

where T( = e2π^~1/q) is the generator of Zq, ί l9..., tm are real numbers (e.R),
and zm+1,..., zm+lc are complex numbers (eC = R2).

Let S2n+ί be the unit (2n+l)-sphere in complex O + l)-space CM+1. Let
(S2"+1, Zq) be the Z^-manifold defined by the action

v: ZqxS2»+ί — > S2»+1; v(Γ, (z0,..., zn)) = (Γz0,..., Γzπ),

where z0,..., zn arc complex numbers with Σ"=olz./ l2 : =l The action v is free
and differentiable of class C°°. The orbit manifold S2n+ί/Zq is the standard
lens space Lw(g)modg.

A. Jankowski obtained in [7] some non-existence theorems for Z2-immer-
sions. In this note we consider Z^-immersions (S"+1, Z€)->Rm'2fc, and study
the bounds of m for fixed k and n.

As is easily seen, there is a Z^-immersion of (52n+1, Zβ) in Rm>0 if and only
if there is an immersion of Ln(q) in Rm.

If k>n, (52rt+1, Zq) is Z^-immersible in Rm 2k for any m, clearly. In case
k^n, we have the following results.

THEOREM 1, Let q be an integer >1, Then (S2n+l, Zq) is not Zq-immer-


